Unlock the power of the group with Surface Hub, a powerful team collaboration
device designed to advance the way people work together naturally.

A responsive and natural inking
experience that feels as fluid as a
pen on paper.

Make working together the most productive part of your day. Share your ideas with
others on a canvas that is as big as your imagination. Bring teams together in a way
that feels completely natural, with technology that doesn’t intrude, but helps ideas
flow. Expand what can be accomplished in the moment and then don’t lose the
momentum – capture your work so you can act on it later.

Advanced touch capabilities
recognize up to 100 touch points
with precision, allowing multiple
people to interact with the screen
simultaneously.

Microsoft Surface Hub reimagines the meeting experience so that you can unlock the
power of the group. You can walk up and join a Skype for Business meeting with a
single tap, and share content effortlessly, so that you spend your time connecting to
people rather than technology. And since you can easily send meeting notes and
content, you can communicate outcomes and action points.

A new experience for Windows
10 that is tailored for group
use, with ink and touch at its
core. Many applications can be
used without authentication.

In addition to the built-in team experiences like Skype for Business, Microsoft Office
and OneNote, Microsoft Surface Hub is customizable with a wide array of
applications. Universal apps built for Windows 10 shine on Microsoft Surface Hub and
scale to the large screen. You can also connect apps from your personal device and
drive them from Microsoft Surface Hub.

Microsoft Surface Hub comes
with Microsoft Office apps like
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint,
plus the OneNote whiteboard
and Skype for Business.

Microsoft Surface Hub integrates beautifully into the modern workplace, enabling
productivity in any space where people come together to get things done, from large
conference rooms to informal huddle spaces to offices. The fully integrated design,
choice of two screen sizes, and flexible mounting configurations means there’s a
solution for your business needs. Microsoft Surface Hub is also designed to be easy to
deploy and manage remotely.

Available in two models:
• 55” Surface Hub
• 84” Surface Hub

Additional mounting options available:
•
•
•
•
•
•

55” Rolling Stand
84” Rolling Stand
55” Wall Mount
84” Wall Mount
55” Floor Support Mount
84” Floor Support Mount

Display:

Processor:

Sensor:

Graphics:

Cameras:

• 55” HD
• 84” 4k

4th generation
Intel® Core ™
processor family

Motion and
light

• 55": Intel® HD
Graphics 4600
• 84": NVIDIA
Quadro K2200

2 built-in
wide-angle
HD cameras

" The Surface hub allows professors, students, and professionals to collaborate in new and exciting
ways that will reshape how we work, teach, and research in the classroom and around the world.“
– Harvard Law School
" Case Western Reserve and Cleveland Clinic are reimagining health care education for the 21st
century. The Surface Hub takes our core concept of collaboration to levels that transform teaching
and learning.“
– Case Western Reserve University
" When the Surface Hub is applied to our Living Office framework, we expect powerful design
considerations to emerge that will elevate our experience of collaborative work spaces.“
– Herman Miller
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